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Presumed deep (> 15 km) magma bodies



 
Discovered by seismic 
studies



 
Similar emplacement depth 
(~20 km)



 
Geodetically detected uplift



 
Similar uplift rates 
(millimeters/yr)



 
Different tectonic settings



 
Surface conditions are good 
for C-band InSAR



Rinehart and Sanford, 
BSSA 1981



Geodetic evidence for surface uplift above the SMB

Larsen et al., JGR 1986; 
Fialko et al., GJI 2001

Fialko and Simons, GRL 2001



 
Leveling data revealed uplift 
at an average rate of 2-3 
mm/yr between 1911-1980



 
ERS InSAR data: uplift 
persisted at a similar rate 
between 1992-1999





 
Subsequent ERS acquisitions 
(thanks to Wolfgang Lengert 
and ESA staff) allowed us to 
resolve deformation on 
shorter scales



 
Deformation is continuing at 
the same rate



 
Uplift occupies only fraction 
of the seismic reflector area



 
There is a hint of peripheral 
subsidence, although the 
signal-to-noise ratio is low

Pearse and Fialko, JGR 2010



Pearse and Fialko, JGR 2010
Finnegan and Pritchard, Geology, 2009

Average uplift rate: ~ 2.3 ±
 

0.7 mm/yr

ERS-1/2 timeseries of LOS displacements



Comparison of (old) leveling and (new) InSAR data


 

The uplift has been occurring steadily over the last 100 years!





 
Origin of uplift



 
Why has the uplift continued over such long time



 
Why does the uplift occur at essentially constant rate



 
Growth of the SMB cannot be steady state and elastic: 
inferred freezing rate (~ 1-10 cm/a) greatly exceeds 
the observed inflation rate (~ mm/a). 

Hypothesis: secular uplift above the SMB results from 
ductile deformation of the lower crust; both longevity 
and constancy of the uplift rate are due to thermal 
inertia of a large magma body, rather than a steady 
supply of melt from a deep source.



Pearse and 
Fialko, 
JGR 2010

Finite element modeling of sill intrusion 
in a viscoelastic crust

Model assumptions:

Intrusion of a large 
sill T years ago

Pressure inside the
sill varied at a linear
rate since the 
emplacement 

Constraints:
- Modeled shape and rate of uplift have to be constant over 
the last 100 years (and equal to the observed rate)
- The rate of sill opening has to outpace the rate of freezing



Simulation results

* None of the tested 
Maxwell rheologies 
were able to fit the 
data. 
* There is a (narrow) 
range of power-law 
rheologies that 
appears to satisfy all 
constraints.


 

The SMB grows primarily by suppressing 
the intrusion floor rather than uplifting the roof



model residual



Pritchard and Simons, 
Nature 2002

Yuan et al., Nature 2000

Extremely low seismic velocities  at depth of ~19 km



ERS ZGM data

Aug 1995-Jul 2005

May 1996-Aug 2006 Apr 1996-Mar 2007



Fialko et al., GJI 2001 











Mean LOS velocities

EnviSAT (IM2) EnviSAT (IM6) ERS-1/2

mm/yr


 

The uplift is NOT due to a shallow sill





Do EHS models work?

Best-fitting Mogi “dipole”:

Shallow inflation source
Depth = 25 km
Inflation rate = 3.8 10-2 km3/yr

Deep deflation source
Depth = 80 km
Inflation rate = 1.6 10-1 km3/yr



Effect of ductile deformation



Model: “ballooning” diapir on top of APMB





Summary:Summary:


 
2 largest known magma bodies in the Earth’s 
continental crust reside at depth of 19-20 km


 

Both are associated with long-term uplifts at a rate 
of the order of millimeters per year


 

Uplifts are surrounded by broad regions of 
subsidence (“Mexican hat” pattern) 


 

Observed deformation most likely reflects ductile 
response of the lower crust to pressurized 
reservoirs of melt 


 

Are there (many) more deep large active magma 
bodies? (Sentinel will tell) 
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